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ABSTRACT

We discuss the effect of disorder on dynamical processes in solids.
In particular, we treat donor (to acceptor) decay, excitation diffusion,
trapping and optical line shapes in disordered systems. The modelling
of disorder with fractals is discussed.

1. INTRODUCTION

The presence of disorder in solids has a substantial effect on the
energy levels (both electronic and vibrational) and on the dynamics of
particles and excitations travelling through the solid. An enormous
amount of effort has gone into studying these effects, both experimental-
ly and theoretically. In this article, I will necessarily be forced to
restrict my comments to a small subset of the possible interesting
topics. I will in fact discuss issues which arise in the optical spec-
troscopy of such solids; however these will exhibit the interesting
problems which occur when disorder is present in a solid. The plan
of the article is to begin with the dynamics of the transfer of exci-
tation from a single excited donor to a collection of randomly arranged
acceptors. The disorder gives rise to a dramatic change in the time
dependence which is highly dependent on density (of acceptors) and
on the dimensionality of the space. Next, we will "examd.nethe transport
of an excitation among similar molecules randomly arranged on a lattice.
We will discuss the time dependence and the diffusion coefficient of
this transport and their dependence on density and dimensionality. The
trapping of excitations during this diffusion process will also be dis-
cussed. We will then go on to examine the effect of disorder on the
optical line shapes of molecules in solids. Here we will discuss the
ways of dealing with the weak disorder case and the strong disorder case.

After these detailed studies, we will go on to discuss the modelling
of disorder fractals. After an introduction to this concept, we will
discuss the effects of fractal structure on the dynamic problems we
discussed above.
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II. FORSTER TRANSFER [1-10]

The simplest process we can imagine which exhibits the effects of
disorder is that of excitation transfer from an excited molecule to a
large number of acceptor molecules arranged in space in some way. The
time dependent probability of finding the excitation on the ath donormolecule is

dPn(t )
---=
dt

1- r W p (t) - T P (t)
i 1au a (1)

where Win is the rate of energy transfer from the donor to the ith accep-
tor at position ri and ~ is the lifetime of the excitation in the absence
of acceptors. We take the donor position to be at fa and assume that the
donors are very far apart, so they do not interact with one another. In
addition, we aasuma that WiN is a function of ri-r• In fact we normal-

'" .. ...Q ,1y assume that it 1s a function of l!l-!al only, although although some
concern has been raised about this. The solution to Eq 0 (1) is immedi-ate:

Pn(t)

-(r Wi )t
i n

e -Wint -tIT
[IT e ]e
i

(2)

The experimenter measures the fluorescence decay of the donor molecules
and infers the "extra" d d h

ecay ue to the donor-acceptor transfer. If t e
acceptors were arranged in exactly the same manner around each donor,
then the problem is done and the donor-acceptor transfer has changed the
exf

P
onentia1 decay rate from liT to III + L Win0 However the assumption

o order is incorrect· ea h d '
. c onor sees a different arrangement ofacceptors so the experi t 11 d

p ()' men a Y etermined variable is the average ofn t Over all Possible arrangements:

<pCt ) -Wint -tIT -tIT
<lie >e ;~(t)e (3)i

where we have aSsumed that th lit
independent of dono i e etime in the absence of acceptors is
configurational aver pos tion in the solid. In order to carry out this

rage, we can assume th h d na lattice and that th b at t e acceptors are arrange 0
e pro ability of any 1 t t I i d byan acceptor is p and th t it i a ce site being occup e

uncorrelated Sites a s unoccupied is (l-p). Then, we have for,

-Wi t~(t) = IT [(I-p) + pen]
i (4)

where the product 1s now
OVer all lattice sites. We can rewrite this as

~(t) • exp[r log{l-p + pe-Wintlj
i (Sa)

~ exp

(Sb)
for small p.
integral over Finally we can co

the Volume. Defi n;ert the Sum over
n ng concentration lattice sites to an

of acceptors byC • p(N/V)

(6)
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&max
t(t) ~ exp[- c f

&min
-tW(r)dr (1 - e }j (7)

we find

Here we have replaced Wia by W(I!i-rl = W(r) and placed the donor mole-
cule at the origin. If we now assume that W(r) has a multipolar form:
W(r) = airs (8 = 6 is the F~rster dipole-dipole transfer rate) and that
the transfer takes place in a space of dimension d, we find (with spheri-
cal volume element dE is replaced by rd-1 Addr since the integrand is in-
dependent of angle)

t(t)
-at/rS

dr rd-1[1-e J} (8)

c

The upper limit, Rmax, is the dimension of the region containing accep-
tors in which acceptors interact with the donor. The integral can be
transformed into a r function for at/RSmax«l (i.e. for times short com-
pared to the inverse rate to the farthest donor) and at/RSmin»l (times
long compared to the inverse rate to the nearest neighbor molecule.)

t(t) = exp{-Ad~at)d/s f(l - i)l
1\ s

(9)

So here we see our first example of a strong effect of disorder: the
exponential decay law has been modified to a decay nonlinear in time.
The usual case of d = 3, s ~ 6 yields a tl/2 which has been known since
Forster's pioneering work. Note that a crucial assumption in the above
was to replace the actual distribution of acceptor molecules by an aver-
age distribution proportional to cd:.

t(t) ~ exp - (11)

The form of the decay of <p(t» is an example of a"stretched exponen-
tial":

-(tlto)S
e

In the Forster case a
sible for s ) d + 1.

1/2, but as we see from the above 8
(10)

dIs is poe-

If instead of a multipole transfer rate, an exponential w(r) = Woe-yr
(exchange transfer) were chosen, then we find

C(Ad - gd(Wot)}
yd

where gd(Wt) are functions introduced by Inokuti and Hirayama [2] and
discussed extensively by Hlumen [7,8J. In the limit of long times (but

still short compared to wo-leYRmax) these authors find
(12)

This decay is slower than the stretched exponential form found for multi-
polar transfer. This is sometimes called an exponential log decay.

We should point out for completeness, that often the experimentally
relevant parameter is the branching ratio, i.e. the ratio of the radia-
tive rate to the total rate. From Eq , (3), we can write this as
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n
,-1

\-1 + E
i

(13)

which is just t-
1 multiplied by the Laplace transform of ~(t) evaluatedat t-1:

n = ,-li(U)/
-1

U =: T
(14)

where iII(u) Is

~(u) = r e-ut~(t)dt
a (15)

tor transfer,As a final point in our present discussion of donor-accep Lso-
we can ask what would happen if the acceptors were arranged in a non-
tropic manner. A simple example will suffice: suppose the acceptors ~re
arranged in a cylinder of radius Rl and length R2«R1

0
Assume multipo ar

decay W(r) =: a./r
s
, then for times such that at!R

Z
s«l, the decay is three-

dimensional. However, for times such that nt/R2S»1 (but nt/R
l
s«l) the

decay will resemble the 2-dimensional rate. This is an example of theeffect of restricted geometries.

III. EXCITATIONORPARTICLETRANSPORT[11-23J

III.A. Formal Manipulations

Another important process which is strongly affected by disorder is
the transport of excitations in a solid. We will only be concerned with
incoherent transport, that transport which can be described by the master
equation. The Simplest physical Situation is to assume that many donors
are arranged at random throughout the solid. The excitation is placed on
one donor initially and the probability of finding the excitation on any
donor, say the jth, at time t is Pj(t). The equation of motion for Pn(t)is

(16)

The first term on the right represents the rate of transfer to the nth
donor from the other donors; the seCond term is the rate of transfer from
the nth donor. (If we aSSume that the lifetime of the donors, r is
indepe~~i~t of n, We can eliminate the last term by writing Pn(t) ~
Pn(t)e • This is so straightforward we will merely drop the lifetime
term altogether and, if needed, put it back later). For simplicity, wenow tSke Wji = W

ij
•

For an ordered system) say a
ing periodic boundary conditions (10

crystal, Eq. 1&1 can be solved by assum-
and writing

P(k,t)
ik'R•• n1

"" - 1: eN n

Then
(17)

P(k,t) = -(W(Q) - W(~)lp(k,t)

Or (18)
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p(k,t) 1- exp{[-W(O) + W(~)lt}
N -

(19)

where we have assumed the excitation was originally at the origin and we
have defined

W(~) _ E £

j

i~·(!:rti)

Wji (20)

Thus the probability of finding the excitation on donor n is

1- - E exp {[-W(~) + W(~)lt}
N k

ik·R
e 0 (21)

At very)-eW short times,

-tWeO)poet) - e - (22)

and at along times we find

poet) - t-d/2 (23)

(d again the dimension of the system). We can calculate the mean square
displacement of the excitation (initially at the origin)

(24)

with

(25)

Thus for regular lattices, the transport of an excitation is diffusive at
all times. Note however that the probability of being at the origin,
po(t), has a more complicated time dependence.

When disorder is present, the time dependence of the mean square dis-
placement is more complex than Eq. (24). A number of different ap-
proaches have been taken for this problem. Here we will try to show the
connections among some of these.

Consider a partially occupied lattice for which each site can be occu-
pied by a molecule capable of carrying the excitation with probability p-
Then the equation of motion for the probabilities of finding the excitation
at one of the occupied sites is once again the master equation.

poet) = E WomPm(t)
m'o

(26)

Note that probability is conserved so that EPn(t) = O. An average over
all possible starting points for the excitation for one configuration is
the same as an average over all possible configurations of occupied sites
on the lattice with the excitation starting at the origin. Eq. (26) can
be formally solved by writing it in vector form

(27)

with
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p
o

A.

J!:vi

Vl1lll (l-1l •• )W•• - 4•• r II
qn

q"nThen

p( t) - (erpt~.p(O)

and, a£c:.er- COnflgurational averagiD

t.!:
• r(e >.0
•

where we have DOW 8Ssutaedthe exclCat.J.oQLaplace transfOraing lie find the 0 • 0 slute. ~000

(Po(u):> • «uJ, - XJ-I).o

Usiog a prOjectlo. operator for .... lis.. (18 J •as
U7' 1t e this forw::un r -.

(Po(u):> - [u1. - M(u»)-I
- =:: no

where M(u) is a self-energy lDatrlJt.written
:to th tMs CID be rrelM. do.fa,

t

(Pn(t):> - J dr ] r \t(t-trP.t(T)
o bo (I

Since probability is conserved

h fi

n1 ceot of t~
so that t: e nal eqUatl0 be t t tOni red S l."veheeDI i I

t. can wr t ten D 0 ates'~ ~or g na mas e r equation i hi h h 1 1 d pendent r ter ~I d
by ti din Wet e t me n _ lited u.srep ace me ~endent kernels: th1s 1. the s"oeration: ~

t

(Pn(t» - J dt( r Mnt(t-t)(P.t(T):>
o bn

or in Lap1ace tranSform

(If

(II'

ke ehe
Ihe effect of averagin is to ms 1"d
system translat10nally gl .ver all POsst ble can.! 19ure tiOo:s csn be "~Is),
by trsnsform1ng to k ovarlaot, So that these "quotio d cry'"
'.d we find (takiog (Space (just as we d1d for nondisorder

epoCO»~ • 0 )
no

Where

ik'R---->-~n
u +[ ,~,_ ---:-- •

M(O,u) - M(k.u)j

(III
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• 0 .. 0 Ihltt. If

ve1<e tbis fo":

La I this ese be tt'

un1sceat of t~
rates hJvebeeD

t1ll!~11teda/lster

Pn(TPI

»»
k theis to Cl8 e d

......sol1!.csn~ )
ered crystalS,

(ll!

Lk- (!n-~i)
M(k,u) - E e Mni(u)

n
(38)

We can define a generalized diffusion kernel D(k,u) by
A A A

D(k,u) = M(O,u) - M(k,u) (39)

and we find that the long time diffusion constant is given by

D(k,u)]
k=O, u=O

(40)

Thus the averaging procedure has produced an effective medium in which
the excitation moves. In this medium, there is a memory term in the dy-
namical equation.

We can rearrange the GME into another equation, also often used to
model disordered systems: the continuous time random walk equation [13]
or CTRW. In this model, a probability density distribution for jumping
from!n to ~ at time t is given by ~(~n-~,t) and the probability for
finding the excitation at ~, given that it was at the origin initially
is

t

<Pn(~n,t» = ~(t)6n,o + E f d'r ~(~-~n' t-r)<p(~,r»
men 0

(41 )

{I where ~(t) is the probability that the excitation has not left the ini-
tial site at time t. By Laplace and Fourier transforming this equation
and comparing it to Eq. (37), we find that (in Laplace variable u)

~(R,.,u)
ik·R

= ~lE S(k,u)e -m
k

(42)

where
Mq~,u)

S(k,u) (43)

The probabilities are given by

l-S(O,u)
---E

Nu k I-S(k,u)

ik·Re -n
(44)

(II! and so in the CTRW, the Laplace transform of the mean square displace-
ment is given by

<R2(u» 1 E a.2 ~ (Rn,u)
u(l-S(9,u» n

(45)

and the (time dependent) diffusion coefficient is given as

D(u) = (46)

Thus in the CTRW approach, we must find $(~n'u) in order to obtain expres-
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sions for the diffusion coefficient and site probabilities. In the Qrn
approach) we must find expressions for the kernels M(k)u). But) it
should be emphasized that the information in one for";;l theory can be
found from that in the other. Unfortunately, it is impossible in all but
the simplest (and least interesting) models to find exact expressions for
these quantities. We are then forced to approximate in order to go
further. It turns out that for certain models one form of the theory is
easier to use than the other form. Wewill illustrate this in the fol-lowing examples.

III.B. Effective Medium Approximation [21,24,25J

As we said above, everag tng OVer all configurations has produced an
effective medium with memory. One direct approach to approximate this
exact effective medium is to limit the range of the kernels ~ (u ) , see
Eq. (36), to a small distance and solve for these in a self-consistent
fashion. For example, suppose the original system is a partially filled
lattice in which only nearest neighbor transfer rates are allowed in Bq,
(26) (and for simplicity, we take a d-dimensional lattice with equal
transfer rates to all z of the nearest neighbors):

m)n nearest neighbors

otherwise (47)

The transport in this system will exhibit a percolation transition: below
SOmevalue Pc of fraction of sites oCcupied on the lattice, there will be
a bound On the mean square displacement so that the long time diffusion
~onstant is zero •• We can approximate this dynamics in the GMEformalism
W·y(re)Placin

g
the ~(u) in the GMEby a nearest neighbor effective rate,E U , so that _

ik·R
.nn

WE(u) E e
nn

(48a)

where the Sum is over the n
determine WE(u) we t fi earest neighbors of any site. In order to
are of course "";ny P::ibil~~ a self-consistent equation for it. There
[21,24,], we choose a meth dies for this. FOllowing earlier workers
approximation (CPA) d 0 closely related to the coherent potential
in disordered SYstem~s~37fo approximate the density of electronic states
Eq, (48)) as the zeroth d We take the effective medium (represented by
tions (Eq. (29)) as or er description and represent the exact equa-a Sum of this d "f L
order description It i an uctUations" from this zeroth
t h • s easier to wo k i La hi he exact p(u) are given b r n place transforms for w c
for Succinctness) Y (we have gone back to a vector description

(48b)

( -1£ u) a (u 1. + ,x) p(O) = ,g(u)p(O)

The matrix g(u) is now written as

~(u) ~ [u 1. + ~(u) + OVj-1
=with sv - V - M ( )

!1E(u)j='l a; g<; u i . We can eXpand g(u) in terms of J!M(u) = [u 1. +

(49a)

(49b)

38 (50)



where the T matrix is expressed in terms of bond t-matrices, tnm [24]:

WE-Wnrn
tnm = '1===;-"="'-":7",.----;-2(WE-Wnm)«GM)nn-(GM)nm) (51)

Since the effective medium is translationally invariant, we can easily
find (GM)nm. etc. The self-consistency condition is to average Eq. (51)
over the distribution of Wnrn's and set the average to zero. In this way,
the "scattering" of the excitation due to fluctuations in the nearest
neighbor transfer rates is minimized in the same way as the scattering
of the wave function Is in the CPA. Using the effective medium ~, we
find

o (52)

Here peW) is the distribution function of nearest neighbor transfer rates
Wnrn (due to the occupation probabilities), Go = (GM)nn and z is the
number of nearest neighbors in the lattice.

If we take a model in which the probability that the bond between n
and m is present (i.e. W = Wo) is p and the probability that that bond is
absent (Ls e , W = 0) is (1 - p), then we find from Eq , (52)

2
p - ~l-uGo(u»

2- z(l-uGo(u»
(53)

This predicts a (long time) diffusion constant. D. which vanishes for p <
2/z and is linear in p - 2/z for p > 2/z. Thus the EMA predicts bond
percolation with a critical concentration of bonds equal to 2/z, inde-
pendent of dimension. This result was found earlier in the percolation
problem by Kirkpatrick [38]. This result is not exact for the bond
problem, but is a reasonable approximation in almost all cases [21]. In
addition to the diffusion constant. the approximate time dependence of
<R2(t~> and D(t) can be found using the EMA [21J. The dependence of D
and R on time and p - 2/z as p approaches 2/z (the percolating cluster)
Can also be found approximately by this method. Although the results are
not exact, the capability of the EMA to get useful approximations in
a simple way is excellent.

If instead of a percolation model, we take a specific form for p(W)
in Eq, (52), and if uGo(u)+O as u+O. then we can find the diffusion
constant, D. from Eq. (52). In particular, in a one-dimensional system.
we find D 0: <W-l>-l where the average is over the distribution p (W).
III.C. CTRW Approximations

We return to the discussion of the CTRW equations and note that if we
bad an approximate form for the waiting time distribution functions
~(Rn,u). we could find a form for D from Eq. (46). A number of years
ago, Scher and Lax [13] suggested a route to W(Rn.t). They noted that
the probability of remaining at the initial site, ~(t)(see Eq. (41»
must be the form we have already discussed for the donor-acceptor
problem. But in addition, by comparing eq. (41). (42), and (44), we can
make the identification that

~(t)= - S(O,t)

Since, from Eq. (4)

(54 )
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�(t) : IT[(l-p) + P e
i

-W tia
J

(55)

we can identify

(56)

or In the limit of small concentrations

-tW(R)
~(R,t) = pW(R) e ~(t)

and ~(t) iven by Eq , (7). Wemay now evaluate the mean square e • (46).
displacem~nt using Eq. (45) and the diffusion coefficient u:in~(r5 = airsAs an example, choose the multipolar transition rate given y
the we saw above that (Eq , (9))

(57)

~(t) = exp - Btd/s

The Laplace transform of the diffusion
Eq. (46) (and Eqa , (54) and (57) as

D(u) • ~ L(c f ddRR2W(R) e-tW(R\(t)}
u~(u)

(58)

coefficient D(u) is then given by

(59)

Using the multipolar form for W(R),

-tW(R) (d+2/s)-1 -Btd/sf ddRR2W(R)e _ t e

We can immediately find the short and long time dependences of D fromShese equations. At short times
(60)

(d+2)/s-1D(t) - t

(61)
and at long times D is a constant but depends on concentration of occu-pied sites as c(s-2)/d

These results agree with a density expansion by Haan and Zwanzig [11]
.. 6 leverof the Forster energy transfer problem: W(R) : l/T(Ro/R). By aCt

scaling argument these authors showed that the mean square disPlacemen

ar

_
of an excitation starting at the origin and moving through a randomlyranged array of donor molecules is given by

1/3 1/2(R2(t) = t F(ct )

Where F is a function of the variable ct1/2 the first few terms of which
are 1<nown. Thus at short times, (R2(t) varies as ct

5/6
and at 10n~/3

times, if <R
2
(t) varies as t then D varies with concentration as c •

Their srguments are easily generalized to W(R) = 1/T(R IR)S in d-dimen-
Sional space leading to the results found using the CT~W. This shows ex-
plicitly that; the dependence of the dynamics On concentration and timeare ineVitably linked.

(62)

A number of authors have applied the CTRWteChnique to problems of
diffUSion in random media, othere have used density expansions of the
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kernels appearing in the GME, and while these calculations agree with one
another qualitatively, the correct value of D is still uncertain in any
model with long range transfer. Burshtein [16J has recently reviewed the
various theoretical models for energy transfer in disordered systems.
III.D. Anomalous Di~fusion and Trapping

A standard approximation in the CTRW is to make the assumption that
(see Eq. (42»

HR",. t) = !'.(R",)ljJ(t)
Then

S(k,u) A(k) ~(u)
where

fk- R",
A(k) ~ E e !'.(R",)

m

Then (see Eq. (45) )

<R2(u» = 1 ~(u)(E Rn2!J,)
u[l-~(u) 1 n

(63)

(64 )

(65 )

(66)

since E!'.(R",)
and

1 (The total probability of making any jump must be 1.)

D(u)

(n 2p )...n-u ljI(u)
1 - ;P(u)

(67 )2d

Now the time dependence of D(u) is governed solely by ~(u). In particu-
lar, the long time dependence of D(t) is determined the small u depend-
ence of ;P(u). ljI(t) represents the probability distribution of waiting
times; if this distribution has a long time tail, there may be anomalous
diffusion. Consider first the non-anomalous case, then

;P(u) = ( dt e-utljl(t) = 1 - u ( dt t ljI(t)+ ••• (68a)
o o

1 - U T1 +

If tl is finite, then

(68b)

(n2p )/2dn-n
D(u) = ---::::-:-__

UTl
so that for long times

u-o (69)

D = (ERn2!J,)/2dTl

If, however, the first moment of $(t) is infinite, say for example

(70)

-1-8ljI(t)-t ,t+= o < 8 < 1 (71)

then
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1jI(u) 1 - r(l-S)uS/S + ...
(72)

and
8-1

D(t) - t
(73)

Thus <R2(t» ~ tB and the diffusion is anomalous. By the way, this ap-proximation for $(t) yields
~(t) - t-

S
(74)

for the decay law of an excitation due to donor-acceptor transfer.

Montroll and Scher chose the form of Eq. (71) for $(t) in their study
of dispersive transport in amorphous materials. It is the extremely long
waiting times (or trapping times) which cause the dispersion in the
transport. In our discussionJ this yields a time dependent diffusion
coefficient (Eq. (73» which decays to zero at long time. The form for
<R2(t» (i.e. proportional to ta, S < 1) is unusual; it is interesting to
ask in what circumstances such a form can corne about.

Another problem of current interest Is the trapping of an excitation
as it hops through a disordered system. We think about the excitation as
a random walker which is removed from the problem if it walks onto a trap
site. The trap sites are randomly arranged on a lattice with prohahility
c of being on any particular site. This problem has been extensively
treated in the literature (27,28] in terms of Ru, the number of distinct
sites visited hy the walker after n steps. The survival probability, .n'
Is then the average over all realizations of the walk of the survivalprobability for each realization:

Rn-l.n . «l-c) > (Rn-l)tn(l-c)
<e >

(75)

Rn is a stochastic variable, and the average in Eq, (75) cannot be done
in general. The standard approximation for small c (low concentration oftraps) Is to write

-cSn
X, • e (76a)

where Sn a <an>, the mean number of distinct sites Visited after n steps.This 1s a known function of dimensionality and lattice.
The above was derived for random walks with

we allow for a jump-time distribution as in theprobability is a constant jump time.
CTRW, then the survival

If

X( t) , -cS(t)
e

and we can define the decay t f
r a e 0 the excitation to be

(76b)

k(t) • X(t) •
- X(t) a cS(t)

Here Set) is related to the ,7.(u)ue
• • introduced ahove (Eq. (64») by

(76c)

(77)
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Other approximations to Eq. (75) are possible. In particular, at not too
long times we can go to the second cumulant to find [32]

X(t) "
-cS(t) + c2cr2(t)/2

e (78a)

The properties of Sn are known for d-dimensional lattices [27,28] and
thus we can find the long time behavior of X(t) for a variety of
situations.

Blumen and Zumofen [43] have carried out extensive simulations of
trapping rates and survival probabilities, and compared them with the
approximate results mentioned above as well as other approximations. For
example, these authors found that if $(t) has a finite first moment (Eq.
(68» then, in 3 dimensions, X(t) was exponential in time (for not too
long times). If however W(t) has a loog time algebraic tail (Eq. (17)),
then II does not exist and the survival probability X(t) ~ t-e.

The asymptotic decay of X(t) for very long times has been discussed
by a number of authors [40-42] and using rather general arguments, it is
found that

X(t) - exp - t(d/d+2) (78b)

This long time decay is dominated by the probability of the excitation
being born in a large trap-free region. It turns out that although this
is correct, it occurs for such long times that it is unlikely to be
observable in practice. In fact, except for I dimension it is difficult
to see even in simulations.

Other problems, related to trapping, have been studied in the past
few years. These are the bimolecular reactions A + A + a and A + B + 0
with rate constant k. The kinetics of these under the assumption of a
"well-stirred" reactor are easy to find so that in the first

and in the d f A Bseconu , or.~ = 0 ,

If the well-stirred condition is not correct, then there are strong de-
pendences on disorder for the long time limit of these processes. For
example, for A's walking on regular lattices, it is found (by simula-
tion) that for the first case

A(t) - [cS(t)]-l (80)

describes the dynamics very well. However, for the second case, another
problem arises. Spatial fluctuations in the concentrations of A and B
are enhanced by the chemical reaction and regions containing only A or
only B molecules appear. In this cas;, it turns out that the behavior
(for regular lattices) of A(t) starts out as Eq, (80) but crosses over to
a slower decay at longer times.

IV. OPTICAL LINE SHAPES IN DISORDERED SOLIDS

In this section we will deal with two topics: A)
ah 'ape of molecules in a solid in the presence of weak
and B) the homogeneous line shape of a guest molecule

the optical line
disorder at low T
in a glass at low T.
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Both of these have their genesis in trying to answer specific experimental
questions, so we will present them in that manner.

IV.A. Optical Line Shape: WeakDisorder [44,45]

The optical absorption spectroscopy of molecular crystals at very low
temperature has been of interest for many years [46]. but until recently,
the true shape of the optical lines at very low temperature have been
obscured by various effects. Recently, Port [45] was able to determine
the absorption line of a particular molecular crystal at temperature
below 2 K with such clarity that, I believe. we are seeing the scattering
of the excitation by isotopic impurities in the solid. This is a case in
which we know so many of the parameters that a clear comparison between
experiment and theory is possible.

The molecule is l,4-dibromonaphthalene (or DBN). It crystallizes, as
do many planar molecules, in a form which exhibits linear stacks of mole-
cules. The optical spectroscopists have discovered that, in the pure
material, the lowest energy electronic excitation moves down these one-
dimensional stacks preferentially (the transfer matrix element for off
the stack is ""'10-

4
of that for down the stack). so that the excitons are

very nearly one-dimensional. At very low TI the spectroscopists have
found that the optical absorption spectrum is a highly asymmetric line
(independent of T for the lowest temperatures). They guessed that the
cause of the asymmetry was impurities of DBN containing C13. Since the
natural abundance of C13 is 1%, approximately 10% of DBN molecules will
have one C

13
in it. Because of zero point vibrational energy effects,

the optical absorp tion of these molecules are slightly blue shifted from
that of the "pure" DBN. This energy difference causes scattering of the
eXciton and changes the optical spectrum. Another way to think about it
is to say that these impurities break down the translational symmetry
and cause intensity redistribution in the spectrum.

We describe the Hamiltonian of the system as

H - E .nln><nl + E Jnmln><ml
n D,m (81)

W'hiehreEn is the eXCitation energy at Site n , In> is the localized statew t exc f tation on site n a d J L
n nm s the excitation transfer matrix ele-

mentd
o

WeaSSume (because the spectroscopists tell us) that J =0 unless
n an m are nearest neighbn If 11 nmf H be r s , a the En are equal the eigenstateso can written down i dt ,
conditions) as mme ate Ly (assuming periodic boundary

(82)

Wehave written this in one-dimen i
eigenvalue correspondin to jk> S onal notation for convenience. The
impure crystal, we 8ssu:e that J is 2Jcosk in one dimenSion. For the
species ° The optical line ah is Unchanged and independent of isotopic
by sn average over all 0 ib~pe as a function of energy, I(E) is given
10188ioary part of the k

P
.. s~ G e configurations of impurities of the

r een function:
l(E) - lm<G(k-O,E»c

and (83)

( -1G k,E) <k!(E-H-i6) Ik>

(84)
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with 6 a small positive number. For the pure system, this gives a delta
function line shape centered at E = e+2J (or if 6 is the inverse of the
radiative lifetime, a sharp Lorentzian of width 6). In the specific case
of DBN, the lifetime is quite long, so that ~-l is quite small. The
effect of the impurities is to spread intensity from the zeroth order k=O
level to the other energies in the band, by the mixing of this state into
other states. One way of carrying this out is to write

-1 -1
«E-H-iO) >c = [E-Heff(E)] (85)

where Heff(E) is some complex function of E. A formally exact expression
for Heff(E) can be written, but since it cannot be evaluated exactly, we
will not bother. Instead, we will find an approximate form for Heff(E)
using the coherent potential approximation [37]. We write (e is the con-
figurational average of the excitation energy)

Heff = [E-f<r(E)] E In><nl + E Jnml n><mI (86)
n n,m

and H Heff + V with

V E [En-E-cr(E)J/n><nl _ E vnln><nl
n

(87)

The exact Green function can now be expanded in terms of the zeroth order
(effective) Green function and the t matrices, and the site diagonal tis

(88)

where

c(O)
nn I -1<n (E-Heff) In> (89)

We now set the average of t equal to zero:

P
E
u=l

(o )
cat = 0 (90)

where ca is the concentration of each isotopic species. This gives,
after SOme manipulation

P
Eu=l 1 (91)

(0)
1-v(a)Cnn (E)

(0)
This is the CPA equation. Note that since both v(a) and Gnn contain aCE),
this must be solved self-consistently. We have solved this for the param-
eters of DBN (all the relevant parameters are given in ref. [45]). For
this system, the energy defects CLe. e(a)~ure) are small com~aredi to J, rA:1
being at most 0.2 J, thus we expect the CP~o be a reasonable ~scr p- ~
tioo. We have computed the line shape in this way and compared lt to the
experiment. There is almost perfect agreement in shape and overall width
between the two. This suggests that, at least in certain cases, it is
POssible to find a zero temperature line shape dominated by weak disorder
effects such as isotopic scattering rather than other defect scattering.
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IV.B. Homogeneous Line Widths of Molecular Transitions in Glasses [47]

When a small concentration of guest molecules is placed in a host,
the optical absorption spectrum of these is inhomogeneously broadened
because each molecule is in a different environment. If the host is
crystalline, it is possible to observe the homogeneous line shape of the
molecular absorption using a variety of techniques such as flourescence
line narrowing, photon echos, and hole burning. When the homogeneous
linewidth is measured as a function of temperature, the mechanism of
homogeneous broadening or dephasing can be elucidated in the more favor-
able cases. For example, local mode or librational mode dephasing vary-
ing as e-wo/

kT
at low temperature has been observed, as well as acoustic

phonon dephasing by Raman processes (varying as T7) have been identified.

When the host is a glass, things are not so easy. First of all, the
inhomogeneous broadening is quite large, often complicating the interpre-
tation of the more complex experiments. Secondly, when the homogeneous
linewidth is uncovered, unusual and totally unexpected temperature de-
pendences have been found. This field is of sufficient current interest
that an issue of Journal of Luminescence was recently devoted to the
problem of hole burning in optical lines in glasses.

The hole burning experiment is the following: an inhomogeneously
broadened line is irradiated at a particular frequency by a narrow band
laser for some time, and then the optical absorption recorded with low
intensity light. A hole is found in the inhomogeneous line at the
frequency of the laser. When care is taken not to heat the sample, etc ; ,
the hole shape is assumed to be related to the homogeneous line shape of
the molecules at the laser frequency by a simple convolution. We assume
that the experiments have been done well, and look at the homogeneous
llnewidths YeT). We find that they vary with temperature as

y(T) = Yo + aTl-l()"'---~

(92)

where Yo is the inverse lifetime of the tranSition and" is a parameter
which depends (slightly) on system but 0 c c '1. For many systems (that
is many chromophores in different glasses) Q =: 0.3.

This unusual temperature dependence has been ascribed to the presence
:~i~~a~ses °b

f
10

W

i frequency excitations, called two level systems (TLS),
ave een nvoked to explain th 1 d

thermal conductivit of 1 e Owtemperature heat capacity an
that at very low T ~<lK g asses. It was discovered about 15 years ago
mately linearly Wi~h T ),~lasses have heat capacities varying approxi-
and by Anderson et 1 • [49] ~XPlanation was presented by Phillips [48]
disorder 1n glasses a .hi h aaed on the presence of many barriers and
the levels on eithe; wide ;ould give rise to many tunneling states. If
there was a tunneling S e ~ the barrier differed in energy by IJ. and
separation between th matt x element K/2 between them, then the energy
these 88 a TLS th ehUnal two levels would be (.~2+K2)1/2. If we treat

I en t e intense ener f h
(-l/kB) would be gy 0 t e glass at temperature T

We
E(T) • f dwp(w)w

a
(93)

Where pew) is the density of stat
energy. If we assume th t es of the TLs and W

c
is some cutoff

tures low COmpared to w ik P~~i)varl~.:.a as wQ at low w, then at tempera-
Qlodel is a- 0, but no ~ne' t-e 11 ~kT and Cv"'" T1+a. the standard

a Y nows for certain.
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Although the exact nature of the TLS is still not known, this conjec-
ture has proven to be of great utility in explaining phonon scattering,
thermal conductivity etc. in glasses at low T. When the hole burning
experiments were done) it was naturally assumed that the TLS were impli-
cated, even though these experiments were usually done at temperatures
above IK (and the specific heat experiments were done below IK). The
basic model is straightforward: consider an optical transition between
two levels and assume that there is a TLS strongly interacting with that
optical system. This yields a 4-1evel system. Assume further that the
TLS is slightly changed (in energy and eigenstates) when the chromophore
is excited from what it is when the chromophore is in the ground state.
Now, if phonons can "flip" the TLS during an optical transition of the
chromophore) the optical transition will experience some frequency modula-
tion, or dephasing. This is the origin of the TLS induced homogeneous
width for the optical tres t etcn, The TLS is changed when the chromophore
is excited because the TLS will have a dipole moment and when this inter-
acts with the chromophore, the energy depends on the state of the chromo-phore.

This model can be treated using the theory of spectral diffusion [50]
or the standard weak coupling (Redfield) theory [47] for a single TLS.
The result must then be averaged over a distribution of TLS parameters.
When this is done, it is found that the homogeneous linewidth depends on
the temperature at low T as Tl+a, where a is the exponent in the density
of states of the TLS. This suggested to many workers that there was a
(more or less) universal exponent for the TLS distribution of a ~ 0.3.
In fact) experimentally it was found that the specific heat of glassy
silica below 700 mK varies as Tl.2, as well. Recently, a number of
authors [5lJ have suggested that more careful averaging even over the
standard parameters of the Anderson-Phillips model will give the Tl.3
dependence at very lot T.

In addition, other authors [47J have suggested that the hole widths
and the photon echo decays are really sums of two mechanisms - one for
the TLS (and nearly linear in T) and one for a direct phonon mechanism
(such as Raman scattering or local mode scattering).

Finally) there is a recent speculation that the true cause of the
anomalous exponent is due to the fractal nature of the glass [52J.

V. FRACTALS AS MODELS OF DISORDERED SYSTEMS [53-63)

In the last five years, there has been an explosion of interest in
fractals) as can best be seen by the number of conferences and papers
devoted to the Subject. This recent interest has its genesis in the work
of Mandelbrot [53J and can in part be understood by the simplicity and
beauty of both the) science and the figures which are produced to illus-
trate the concepts. Very recently, a number of articles [64] have sug-
gested that it was time to take stock of what had been done and to make
certain that physics was the principal concern.

In this section I will selectively review the work of others on the
Use of fractals to ~odel disordered systems. In particular. I will be
concerned only with the use of these structures for the modelling of the
effect of disorder on dynamical processes in disordered systems.

Description of Fractal Structure

wh In 1919, Hausdorff suggested a way to generalize dimension by use of
at We now call scaling. Suppose a very complex curve) for example the
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Sicilian coastline were to be measured by sticks of different length, L

' d- - d long the coast.To do the measurement, we lay the stick down en to en a
By this method irregularities of length less than t are smoothed o~~i)
The number of ~ticks of length t needed to cover the coast line is .
For a straight line, N(t) depends on R. in a simple linear way: if we
change the size of the stick from t to t/a we find

tN{t/a) = (-)N{t)
a (94)

We can measure area 1n this manner as well using squares of side length £
or a to find that the number of squares needed in the first case is
(t/a)2 times the number needed in the first. In general, if we are
measuring in units of td we find that the number of units needed scales
as (t/a)d. In our usual world view, d can be an integer. However,
Hausdorff and more recently Mandelbrot have shown us how to generalize
this. A simple example is the Koch snowflake J which is formed by start-
with an equilateral triangle and adding, in the middle of each side, an
equilateral triangle of 1/3 the side length of the original. This pro-
duces a star of David. The process is repeated at 1/3 the scale to all
the sides of the star. And so on, indefinitely. Our measurement process
is blind to detail smaller than the stick. Then every time we measure
the perimeter of this snowflake with a stick 1/3 the length of the prev-
ious stick, we find the number of sticks needed is 4 times the previousnumber. That is

. d
N(t/a) = '&/a) N{t)

(95)

where d = 10g[N{tla)/N{t)J/lOg~/a) = 10g4/log3 = 1.26 in our case!
Mandelbrot introduced the word fractal for objects with noninteger dimen-sion.

Another example is the Sierpinaki gasket which can also be formed
f rom equilateral triangles, but wi t h a different method. Stack three
equivalent triangles together to form a new equilateral triangle with a
hole in its center. Nowstack three of these to form a new triangle with
a larger hole in the center. Continue until eXhausted. If we measure
the area of such an object, we note that every time we decrease our
length scale by 2 we "see" en area which increases by 3 (not 4 as in
normal structures) so that d = 10g3/log2 = 1.58. The Sierpinaki gasket
is a favorite toy for modelling disorder because Wemay assume a site
exists on every vertex and bonds between every pair of near neighbors.

- Regular fractals of this type come in many varieties. The dimension
d is called the fractal or Hausdorff dimension (the space in which the
;~ructure is embedded has an integer dimenSion, so this particular
erpinski gasket has fractal dimenaion 1.58 and embedding dimension 2).

Based on the construction we have Outlined fractals have the
~~:r:rty Eof self-similaritr· That is they look the same on every length
same • T~~ry time We increase the magnification, the s t ruc tur e looks the
dlme~ i ( ) s is jue e the Condition necessary to intrOduce the fractal
lenrtt~ °sn'l Reabl disordered systems are clearly not self-similar on.!!.!!.

o ca es; Owever it may b d i t be
So over a res tit d J e a goo approximation to assume t 0r c e set of scales.

We do not restrict the t f
This allow erm ractal only to geometric properties.s us to introduce fractal di iff
random sYStems F mens ona or many properties 0
fraCtal in cert' i or example, random walks can be considered to bea n properties.
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Consider a random walker in a d dimensional regular lattice. Assume
that at each step of the walk a molecule is placed on the site visited,
and forget about self-avoidance. Then after N steps (or time t = NTl) we
find N molecules on the path of walker. This path on the average has a
length, L, proportional to Nl/2. Therefore the mass of the path M is
proportional to L2, i.e. it is a fractal of dimension 2.

If we do not allow intersections, i.e. we have a self-avoiding walk,
then L is proportional to NV, v = 0.6 on 3-dimensional lattices and v =
0.75 on 2-dimensional lattices, so that the mass of the path M ~ Ll/v,
i.e. a fractal dimension of 1.67 in 3d and 1.33 in 2d.

Another statistical fractal is the percolation cluster. At the
percolation threshold, p = Pc' the network of occupied sites is self-
similar, that is, it looks the same on all length scales large compared
to the bond length and short compared to the correlation length~. Since
~ varies as (p-Pc)-V as p approaches Pc' the object is self-similar on
all scales at the percolation edge. By scaling arguments, it is found
that the number of sites on the percolation network within a radius R of

d -a randomly chosen origin is given by N(R) ~ R where d = d-S/v. The
exponent S is defined by the probability of a site belonging to the
infinite cluster, p~ - (p-pc)S.

A final example of a statistical fractal are structures grown by
diffusion limited aggregation, which have been studied in great detail in
recent years [54].

How do experimenters tell if a real system can be described as a
fractal? In practice, one measures a quantity, say the density, of
Objects of various radius and plots the log vs. the log of the radius,
hoping for a straight line.

For example, if a real object has a mass depending on radius as Rd,
then the density depends on Rd-dj that is, the bigger it gets the more
tenuous it becomes. Scattering measurements are often the method of
choice to determine the quantities we are after. Clearly, if the density
scales in an unusual manner with R, the scattering as a function of ~
will also scale with K in a complementary manner [55]. Since we do not
restrict attention to~mass or volume, one fractal dimension is insuffici-
ent to determine all the quantities which we measure, Stanley [56] has
discussed in his Cargese talk, 10 fractal dimensions. Happily, not all
are independent quantities.

In the study of dynamics on fractals, for example, there has been
Considerable discussion in the past 10 years about a random walker
walking on a fractal [57], for example the percolation cluster. Since
the walker goes into dead-ends a lot of the time and must retrace its

1 1steps, We expect anomalous diffusion, Lve , <R2(t»tvt2Y, with y = d < 2·
w

Here we have introduced the dimension dw often written as 2 + 6. The
number of distinct sites visited on the walk scales with the Hausdo:ff or

d/dwa; thus the number of distinct sites scales as tfractal dimensiond /2 •B •
.. t • Alexander and Orbach [58] suggested that the dimension ds be
called the spectral (or fracton) dimension. By a scaling argument thdY_l
Conjectured that the density of modes on the fractal would scale as w s
(instead of wd-l in d dimensional Euclidean space). Using known values
of various exponents, they found ds;4/3 for percolation clusters embedded
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in d dimensional lattices. This led to a number of studies which have
suggested that ds is not simply given by 4/3 for all d , but is close to
that value and attains it for d)6. Later studies also refined their
argument (because it was based on an isotropic model inappropriate for
elastic modes) and redefined the spectral dimension [55]. In any case,
the basic idea that the mode density of states varies on a fractal asd -1
w 9 ,i.e. that the modes, which are localized, have an unusual form
suggested that relaxation processes in such systems should exhibit inter-
esting time or temperature dependences. For example, Stapleton et al.
[59] suggested that the unusual temperature dependence of the spin lat-
tice relaxation found in proteins was caused by the fractal structure of
the protein. These authors used the Hausdorff dimension to fit their
data; Orbach suggested using the spectral dimension instead. Unfortu-
nately, the agreement between this theory and experiment is not very
good. Recently, Elber and Karplus [60] sugges ted a model for calculating
the spectral density in a protein directly and saw little evidence fofractal or fracton behavior in their results.
V.B. Transport on Fractals [6lJ

We will now discuss how fractal geometry changes the dynamics of thevarious processes we discussed earlier.

First, we discuss donor-acceptor transfer to acceptors arranged on a
fractal. Recall Eq , (8) for the probability, $( t ) , of the exci tation
remaining on the donor. If the acceptors are arranged on a fractal with

- -Hauadorff dimension d, the density of Sites varies as rd-ldr, so the
result is immediate for mUltiple transfer, w(r) _ r-s:

dIs~(t) ~exp{-Bs'ct }
and (96)

d
~(t) = exp{ -By in (Wot)}

(97)
This has been tested by the simulations of Blumen and Zumofen. Theagreement with (96) and (97) is very xood • f E t 1[62] <:> • ~ ew years ago, ven ea.put the donors and acceptors in a porous glass and measured the
decay time of the donors (the donor was rhodamine 6G the acceptor mala-
Ch~te green). When this was Compared to the same sy~tem in a solid
ao ution, these authors suggested that the structure in which the mole-
Cules sat was a fractal of dimension d = 1. 74.

In recent years Klafter BI
of cando W' lk' ,umen and Zumofen [63] Simulated a series
d 26

m
; s On Sierpinski gaskets embedded in Euclidean dimension of

th;t ;h· eae all have spectral dimensions ds< 2. The simulations show
e mean nU~ber of distinct sites Visited, Sn' varies as

ds/2
Sn • an

The decay law for tr i
the 81~ulations tn

app ng agrees fairly well with ~n = exp(-Sn) in
Slightly bett . b mOst cases, the second approximation was found

e r , ut; the convergence is slow.
These Same authors [63] h i

that the wai ti i ave S mulated the CTRW on fractals. Recall
mean jump time n~ t m: ~istribution can be of two kinds: having finite

1 an aVing infinite Tl' The case of finite Tl 1s much

(98)

all
to be
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like the above case of fixed waiting times. However, for infiute TI
distributions, such as

1+y
Ht) - lit o < Y < 1

This leads to [63] a form for S(t), see eq , (76b),

Yds/2
S(t) - t for ds< 2

and

S(t) - tY for ds > 2

(99)

(100a)

(100b)

(Note that the spectral dimension, ds' comes into play in thi~ dynamics,

while in the donor-acceptor case only the fractal dimension, d, ent er s , )
Bq , (l00) show that the two exponents y and ds combine in a
multiplicative manner (subordination).

These same authors [63] have also simulated the problem of trapping
on fractals under CTRWdynamics and find

-Y 2/ds -2/ds
~(t) - t I(c ) - S(t) for ds< 2 (lOla)

for ds > 2 (101 b)

where C is the concentration of traps.

Finally, these authors [63] have simulated the bimolecular reactions
mentioned above (Eq , (79)) on fractals (Sierpinski gaskets) and find the
dec.ay is well approximated by

as in Eq , (80). The reaction A + B -+- 0 (with Ao = Bo) again is anomalous
bec.ause of the spatial fluctuations, as mentioned above. Here the decay,
AB -ds/4
~n varies as n for ds < 4.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

We have discussed a number of dynamical processes such as energy
transfer, trapping and optical line shapes in molecular systems, all of
W"hichare profoundiy affected by the presence of disorder. One of the
reSUlts of this is a rich variety of time dependencies. For example,d1sord

er can give rise to algebraic decays,

Ht) - exp CQ

Stretched exponentials,

Ht) - exp-(t/T)Q

and e
xponential log decays,
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s are associated with disorder, it isAlthough these time dependencie underlYing mechanism from theoften very difficult to uncover the
experimental results.

dl affected by disorder,
Optica

l line shapes are also profoun Y it is possible
I cases however,becoming broad and featureleas. n some 'ex eriment. However,

to uncover the mechanism of scattering by caref~l la~ in the study ofthere is still ambiguity in many cases, in part cu
optical lines in glasses.
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